Light Stream Wand $1,800

The Next Level of Light Stream Technologies

Introducing a high power science and spirituality tool for energy balancing, healing, chakra activation, water & food restructuring, and energy clearing of architectural spaces! This wand is so powerful it will amaze you!

It comes with, 25 foot cord, CDs containing: 23 Phi Frequencies, NASA Sound of the Sun, Infinities, The Great Pyramid Harmonic Frequencies & Earth Frequencies! Used with Amplifier, DVD Player, or I-Pad devices.

Sales Inquiries CeciLightStream@hotmail.com 928-282-1210
LST Harmonic Codes Energy Magnets

The alternative modalities of magnets for body work are well established by the work of scientists Davis & Rawls in the 1970s.

$135 for 1, 2 inch Gold plated Magnet

Our magnets are treated with Light Stream Technologies, and can also be custom treated with our other codes for extra fees. 1 Unit comes with Wand! See: www.magnetage.com/Davis___Rawls.html
You will need an amplifier and CD player or Ipad device to run this. You connect your i-pad or i-pod mini audio out to your amplifier and connect wand cable to your Left or right speaker out line!

Not Included recommended cost effective amplifier is: Pyle Home PCA4 Mini 2x120 Watt Stereo Power Amplifier for $65 on Amazon.com - This amp really only has 35 watts of RMS power! It works great with our wand!

There are various HiFi amps you can run your wand with but they are expensive! For $400, you can get a Yamaha A-S500BL. It is an 85 watt RMS amp that will work with the wand but it must be properly grounded or the amp will burn out fast! That means you must connect a good ground wire to the screw at the bottom of the amp and connect it to a ground in your house. Ask an electrician if you do not know how to do this!

If you want an amplifier and DVD player with your wand the total is $2,000; amp. is shipped separately.
The ancient Egyptians used a large wand or transmitting device to activate the stones of the pyramids and for DNA activation!

This wand was mistakenly thought to be a light bulb!
While the Concept of pulsed magnetic therapy devices is not new, what David Sereda has discovered is a remarkable new breakthrough in pulsed healing and pulsed consciousness expanding technologies! He has developed an amazing new approach to the transmission of energy waves. This is no ordinary transmitter. It is stocked with amazing geometrical coil windings and uses Rubies, Garnet and Tourmaline gems in its oscillator. Instead of pulsing known healing frequencies or whole ranges of frequencies through a transmitter device, he has developed the LightStreamTechnologies.com wand that pulses harmonic sets. These sets include 23 Golden Phi, The NASA Sound of the Sun, Earth Frequencies, Infinities and the Harmonic Codes of the Great Pyramid! When he began transmitting these harmonic sets through the Light Stream Wand, astounding things began to happen!

Firstly, when you transmit any single known healing frequency through a transmitting device, you can hold a ball magnet near the transmitter and feel the vibrations depending on how good your transmitter and EMF field is (Most RIFE or pulsed therapy devices transmit very little energy). If you set the ball magnets on dishes, you can see them vibrate a little depending on how big your field is. David has witnessed many frequencies cause this vibration to happen. After spending a year decoding the electromagnetic frequencies of the Great Pyramid’s hidden asymmetric dimensions, David produced 180 secret differential audio signals based on these numbers and began transmitting them through the Light Stream Wand. When he watched the ball magnets on the dishes starting to move in large orbits, he was astounded. See the video on youtube:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w70M1haS6u4

Could this be how the sun causes the planets to orbit around it? Is this a new theory of gravity and motion of large planetary bodies!
When you consider that pulsed magnetic frequencies vibrate biological cells just like magnets, frequencies are limited to stimulating vibration in a cell in a stationary way, whereas the differential numbers of the Great Pyramid, Infinities, and Phi can cause signals in the body to move from place to place, thus inducing real circulation and optimized communication between all of the cells in the body. This means your chakras get better communication with each other!

Since the year 2007, David has been studying the asymmetric geometries in nature, from subatomic particle orbits, flowers and crystals, to see if there are prevalent harmonic ratios other than the known Golden Phi ratio 1 to 1.618. It was Leonardo Fibonacci (c. 1170 – c. 1250) who studied sacred geometry in the Middle East and learned of the legendary Golden Numbers. It has been previously thought that the Golden Numbers ruled nature. David Sereda has discovered that there are more harmonic codes in nature than there are symphonies recorded on Earth. Mozart would be astounded to learn these harmonies!

Heracleitus (6th Century BC - Greek Philosopher), was deeply mystified by the meaning of the harmonic vibrations of the universe as the true definition of God or the LOGOS. In John 1, the true meaning of the Greek manuscript describes Jesus as the incarnation of the LOGOS. This would mean that God is truly a perfect harmonic vibration, rather than being limited to the sphere of human consciousness. Is it possible to expand human consciousness by pulsing the human body and aura with these sacred harmonic codes? That was the initial goal. David wanted to see if there was a way to expand meditation states with harmonic pulsed transmissions that are safe to human biology. The LightStreamTechnologies.com wand does not produce any harmful EMF in the Microwave spectrum where cell phones and laptops operate. These pulses are much lower than that, where the human brain, heart and body’s EMFs naturally resonate.
Today, the world of natural healing devices are obsessed with the perfect frequencies that can or may positively heal conditions in the body. The sawtooth wave has proven beneficial in healing bone injuries, while square and sine waves have benefits too! Harmonics work on a unique arrangement of frequencies and the geometrical way they vibrate together to open up dimensions of vibration that are not present with any single frequency, wave form, or variety of frequencies. David Sereda calls the space between frequencies “Differentials,” the true harmonics of the creation. These differentials make up the pathways between dimensions and allows higher dimensional energies to come into your aura!

Seeing that you can put frequencies, which are just single numbers in a signal generator, through a cheap crystal oscillator made in China, and induce some moderate healing effects is amazing. The Light Stream Wand and harmonic codes of the universe is going to take us far beyond that!

The uses of the wand are for restructuring water within the body or drinking water or food, clearing the energy of a room, energizing the chakras, DNA activation and upgrade, or anything you can imagine! The alternative healing uses of the wand are illegal to state as fact, but users can testify themselves to what they experience!

The wand can also transmit RIFE frequencies, just by plugging it into a RIFE device or signal generator that produces those frequencies! David Sereda has also tried other harmonic signals from Don Adams work at www.soundofstars.org
Deep Technology Breakthrough Allows Gem Activation

Contains Crystal Core Oscillator, Differential Electromagnetics,

Crystal face with NASA Sound of The Sun Differential Flower of Life laser cut path in aluminum disc for electron energy activation, 1 garnet and 6 rubies all activated in the high energy field!

Wand comes with High Energy Tourmaline Crystal oscillator core!
Use with magnet North Side down for energy increase, South side down for breaking things up or loosening blocked energy!
Move the wand along the chakra points with magnet under the hand and client will feel the deep pulse with the Sound of the Sun or other harmonics! Magnetic waves penetrate much deeper into tissue and energy points than ultrasound waves! Great to use with Acupuncture needles! Acupuncture needles act as antennas to pick up the harmonic field sending the signal deeper into the tissue!
Use the Wand to Expand your Consciousness

1. Expands the Aura!
2. Induces bliss!
3. Encodes DNA
4. Restructures Body Water
5. Enlivens cells!
6. Creates a 3-D Hologram
7. Mystical Experiences!

Vitalize Your Body Energy
The Harmonic Magnetic Field on this wand is so powerful, peaking beyond 500 milliguass with only 35 watts of power, you can restructure your water with the Sound of the Sun, Bliss Beats or Great Pyramid Harmonics! Because water has memory, it will transform your water!

Field contains no microwaves!
Because food contains water, you can also use the amazing L.S.T. wand to give vitality and harmonics to the food you eat before or after cooking, or with organic raw foods!

Special Instructions included!
You can watch youtube videos showing the wand in action as the amazing pyramid frequencies move ball magnets on plates in spirals!

This device CANNOT imprint into crystal or jewelry like David’s pendant technology!

Cut and paste this link into your browser:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w70M1haS6u4
Harmonic Code CDs Sold Separately or Included Free with Wand Purchase!

23 Phi (Fibonacci Numbers) Frequencies 30 min Audio

$55 includes shipping!
Phi or “The Golden Numbers” were in existence since Babylonian and or Early Egyptian times. These are numbers of which the ratio are 1 to 1.618033988749895 such as 1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21 etc. The lower number divides into the second number in sequence and works towards the Golden Ratio. The harmonics of the ratio of numbers were credited to Leonardo Pisano Bigollo (c. 1170 – c. 1250) also known as Leonardo of Pisa, Fibonacci, who was an Italian mathematician, considered by some, “the most talented western mathematician of the Middle Ages.” He learned this series of ratios while studying in the Middle East as a young man while his father travelled to the region.

The true knowledge of these numbers has been identified in the dimensions of the great pyramid in numerous places. Mostly, Phi has ruled the harmonic ratios in nature’s spiral designs such as sea shells, plants, flowers, etc.

This CD contains the frequencies of 23 Golden numbers all at once, so it sets a vibration that brings harmonics to everything that comes in contact with the field of sound or penetrates through deep magnetic waves with the L.S.T. Wand.
Earth & Planet Frequencies are inaudible to the human ear but very powerful with the wand! They are based on the dimensions of the Earth’s & planets 2 different circumferences pole to pole and the equator! CD $55 comes with wand!
The Planet Earth and all 9 planets in our solar system produce electromagnetic harmonic frequencies due to solar radiation and lightning causing oscillations of energy around its spherical dimensions. According to Nikola Tesla and Schumann, the base frequency of Earth was detected at 7.86 waves per second fundamentally! The frequencies vary due to location on the planet, materials, lightning, mountains, ionospheric activity, etc.

NASA now uses radio waves or radio telemetry to determine the exact circumference of the Earth and all 9 planets! David Sereda uses NASA data for the circumference of the Earth pole to pole and the equator to generate 2 differential Earth & planet Frequencies on this CD. The Frequency of the Earth at the Poles is: 7.504811342894419432 Hertz. The Frequency of the Earth at the Equator is: 7.480754895908850489 Hertz.

These numbers vary slightly from Tesla and Schumann’s work on the earth frequencies, due to the location on the planet where it was being measured. Also, the timing devices used in those days were not as accurate as NASA’s new data that David is working from! While the limit of the human ear at 20 to 20,000 hertz does not allow us to hear this CD, when transmitted through the Light Stream Wand, with the magnet you can really feel this differential harmonic power! Broadcasting these frequencies into your body may induce deep meditation, astral projection to the target planet or spiritual vibration of the planet you want to vibrate with. Dante, Swedenborg and numerous mystics describe astral journeys to the planets where they met beings of light!

Astrology tells us that with our birth sign is a ruling planet! Aquarius is Uranus, Pices is Neptune, Aries is Mars, Taurus is Venus, Gemeni is Mercury, Cancer is the Moon, Leo is the Sun, Virgo is Mercury, Libra is Venus, Scorpio is Pluto, Sagitarius is Jupiter and Capricorn is Saturn.
NASA Real Sound of the Sun Audio CD

30 Minute Version

Audio CD $55 includes shipping
In the ancient Hindu Vedas, probably the oldest wisdom teachings on earth today, it is said that the sacred mantra (word) “OM” comes from ancient meditators hearing the sound of the sun. In the Bhagavad Gita, it is written that anyone who truly attains this mantra, attains everything because all other mantras are contained within its perfect vibration.

Today, NASA has recorded the inaudible range of the sound of the sun in deep space and compressed the waves into the audible spectrum (20 to 20,000 hertz) of the human ear. It truly sounds like the mantra “OM.” By playing this CD audibly for meditation, or using with your wand, you will gain the benefits of this vibration and master sound of our solar system!

The photo on the CD cover shows water as it has been exposed to the sound of the sun and flash frozen to capture its amazing geometries. The structure is astounding!

Aura camera research in Russia testing the sound of the sun on chakras shows huge increases in energy in the human heart center! This sound is truly invigorating to the circulatory system!
Infinity Codes, These tones can produce high levels of consciousness and real bliss!

Audio CD, 10 tracks $100 - includes shipping!
David Sereda’s Infinities are frequencies in harmonic ratios of a duplicated number that he has discovered in nature and the subatomic and macro universe that are more prevalent than the Fibonacci Sequence! The CD consists of signals in the 1 to 1.11111 ratio all the way up to 1 to 1.99999999. Each number continues to an infinity, vibrating infinitely towards the zero point field, the smallest size scale known to quantum physicists. No single frequency can ever reach the true Zero Point Scale because its size scale is too small. Only an Infinity can reach the Zero Point! That is because the infinite decimal of the infinite number moves to the right towards an infinitely smaller wave size scale!

The sound from these mathematical harmonics promote high vibrational feelings. People who use this CD with the Light Stream Wand report bliss in the whole body and crown chakra activation, which can include tingling sensations!
David Sereda Decodes 180 Great Pyramid Frequencies - 12 Tracks Ascending up the scale!

David Sereda’s
The Hidden Harmonic Codes of the Great Pyramid

Audio CD $100 - Includes shipping!
With the vision of the Great Pyramid as a giant Crystal Oscillator, David Sereda has decoded the frequencies of the Great Pyramid. Using existing very accurate measurements, David has mathematically decoded over 180 frequencies inside the pyramid including the number that mathematician Peter Lemesurier calls the Great Number of Enlightenment! This has never been done before. Prior work on Pyramid frequencies was done on its resonance, not on its crystal electron oscillations.

So profound and precise are his calculations that his results demonstrate a consistent and very powerful movement of magnets in a pattern when using the Great Pyramid frequencies with his wand, or sound produces this mystical result.

Using this CD with your Light Stream Tech. Wand (magnetic) or sonically can truly activate your DNA to a very high potential! Scientists have discovered that DNA truly responds to magnetic fields, and favorably to harmonic magnetic fields!

David Sereda believes the Egyptians used a larger version of the Light Stream Wand to activate DNA to cause an upgrade to initiates. This device today is called the Dendera Light. Clearly this was no light bulb, as humans could not withstand a light source that large and bright. This is clearly an activation wand! Just google “Dendera Light” to see photos of the ancient Egyptian device!